WEDDINGS & EVENTS
DUNSBOROUGH PARK
RIPLEY, SURREY

T

he romantic gardens and grounds at Dunsborough Park offer the ideal setting for
the traditional English event. The house is nestled in the heart of Surrey and set
...iin one hundred acres.of parkland with six acres of beautiful landscape gardens.

This family owned location offers many unique vistas, including a Wisteria Walk and Water
Gardens. Each garden has its own identity and style, which lends itself to creating unforgettable
bespoke weddings and parties.
Large Tudor styled gatehouses will greet your guests as they approach the gardens along the
sweeping driveway. The house borders National Trust land and has a large 18th Century walled
garden.
Pathways link a series of formal gardens creating the feel of “outdoor rooms”, all of which are
perfect for photo opportunities and will create those life long memories. Of particular interest is
the Rose Walk featuring David Austin English Roses producing a variety of colourful blooms and
scents of old fashioned roses throughout spring, summer and autumn.
From your initial enquiry our dedicated event coordinator will work closely with you and our
many suppliers to ensure your day is truly memorable.

Elizabeth Taylor spent one of her wedding nights at Dunsborough

The Walled Garden
Dating from the 18th Century the Walled Garden is an area with lovely blossom from
cherry, crabapple and quince trees. The area is bordered by mature apple espaliers.

The Italian Garden
With its amazing Stone Pine and elongated water feature this classic ‘room’ creates
the perfect indoor/outdoor space. Walls of high yew hedging surround and enclose a
long narrow grassed floor, in the centre of which is a classic oblong pool edged with
York paving. Bordering the beautiful Water Gardens, the sound of water tumbling
over the rocks is very romantic and peaceful.

The Private Garden
The family gardens located in the front and back of the manor house are also
available for hire.

The Meadow
For a truly natural experience, we can create a unique setting amidst a lovely
wildflower environment. (The Meadow area can be combined with a drinks reception
in the Walled or Italian Gardens for an additional fee).

Contact Us
Dunsborough Park is located in the village of Ripley,
Surrey, less than 20 miles / 40 minutes drive from central
London. The village lies in open country to the south west
of London, 1.5 miles outside the M25 orbital motorway
at the intersection of Junction 10 with the A3 London
to Guildford road; and is close to Gatwick and London
Heathrow airports.
Please call the Estate office on 01483 225366 for more
details.
Or email office@sweerts.com
Dunsborough Park, Ripley, Surrey GU23 6AL

WWW.DUNSBOROUGHPARK.COM

